All:

You have probably heard of the Fulbright US Scholar Program [https://www.cies.org/program/fulbright-us-scholar-program](https://www.cies.org/program/fulbright-us-scholar-program) where US professionals are hosted by a foreign institution for up to a year. There are nearly 470 awards being offered in 46 disciplines at over 125 countries, many welcome teaching and/or research proposals in diverse areas of study. Successful applications usually depend on fit to the host Fulbright award and previous personal contact with faculty from the host institution.

But there is another program which is of shorter duration and more “consulting” based. The Fulbright Specialist Program allows established professionals to engage in 2-6 week, project-based exchanges at host institutions in ~150 countries [https://fulbrightspecialist.worldlearning.org/](https://fulbrightspecialist.worldlearning.org/). Once a candidate has been approved to join the Fulbright Specialist Roster, they remain eligible to be matched with a project at any time during their three-year tenure. Because Specialists are matched with projects based upon the needs of host institutions, there is no way to predict where, when, or even if such a match may occur.

Fulbright Specialist projects have an educational or training focus such as:

- Delivering a seminar or workshop
- Consulting on faculty or workforce development
- Developing academic or training curricula and materials
- Lecturing at the graduate or undergraduate level
- Conducting needs assessments or evaluations for a program or institution

Specialists should demonstrate expertise in one of the following disciplines: • Agriculture • American (U.S.) Studies • Anthropology • Archaeology • Biology Education • Business Administration • Chemistry Education • Communications and Journalism • Computer Science and Information Technology • Economics • Education • Engineering Education • Environmental Science • Law • Library Science • Math Education • Peace and Conflict Resolution Studies • Physics Education • Political Science • Public Administration • Public/Global Health • Social Work • Sociology • Urban Planning

The application deadline for Fulbright US Scholars Program is 9/16/19. Deadlines for Fulbright Specialist Program are: 9/4/19, 11/6/19, and 1/8/20.
Let me know if you are interested in pursuing either opportunity (or both).

- Joe

Dr. Joseph N. Boyer, Director & Professor
Center for Research & Innovation
Plymouth State University
17 High Street, MSC 03
Plymouth, NH 03264
603-535-2926 (O); 305-606-6874 (Cell)
jnboyer@plymouth.edu
https://campus.plymouth.edu/research/